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"My dream has always 
been to help children.

God granted me life after the earthquake and 
now it is even more important that I serve 
Him and my people. I want to do that through 
a school that will give hope to the poorest 
children in Haiti."

 -Edeline Felizor
Survivor, 2010 Haiti Earthquake
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On January 12, 
2010,  Edeline 
Felizor was on the 
third floor of  a 
teachers’ college 
in Port au Prince 
when the most 
devastating 
earthquake in 
history struck.

 For over 30 seconds, the earth 
spasmed and buckled, leaving that 
college and much of  the city of  
3,000,000 in massive heaps of  
rubble. Up to 400,000 Haitians 
perished and over 1,000,000 were 
left to live under tents and tarps or 
on the streets.

During the next several  
hours, in total darkness amidst the 
moans and screams of  the dying, 
unable to move with her arm 
pinned down by debris, Edeline 
sang gospel songs to herself, “what 
I always did when I was in 
trouble.” At about 10:00 pm,  a 
single man with only a metal bar 
broke through the shattered 

concrete above her and shone 
down a flashlight. “Is anybody 
alive?” he bellowed.

Yes, there was. He clawed his 
way down to the young woman in 
horrific pain from a broken neck 
and five fractured vertebrae. He 
then lifted Edeline out and placed 
her on the sidewalk where she lay 
with other survivors for three days  
without any medical care, 
immobile in a demolished city 
totally paralyzed. On the fourth 
day, through a cell phone call, she 
was able to locate her family who 
came in a borrowed car to find 
and move her to their humble 
abode on the outskirts of  the 

capital. With traffic 
barely crawling and 
the few hospitals in 
Port Au Prince 
overflowing with 
thousands of  dying 
Haitians, two days 
later the family 
luckily heard of  a 
medical clinic 10 
miles outside the 
city; lying on the 
backseat of  the car, 
Edeline was taken 

to the clinic where volunteer 
American doctors had been 
assigned.

Byron Shewman, founder/
director of  Youth Without 
Borders, had gone with a medical 
team as a translator a week after 
the earthquake. It was at the clinic 
where he found Edeline, 
unmoving on a mattress on a 
school classroom floor with several 
other critically injured Haitians —
many recovering from limb 
amputations. After four more days 
of  suffering and still flat on her 
back, Shewman arranged for 
Edeline to be transported on the 
bed of  a farm truck in a 15-hour 
ordeal to the Israeli medical 
compound in Port Au Prince.

Results from the only 
functioning x-ray machine in the 
entire city then got her transferred 
on their truck-ambulance to the 
US Navy helicopter base. The 
Israeli surgeons were astounded 
that she was alive as any sudden 
movement during her transports 
on the deeply gutted dirt roads, 
given the severity of  her injury, 
could have easily severed her 
spine.
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More than a 
year later, 

the 
devastation 

in Haiti 
remains.

Edeiine leaves from Port Au Prince.
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At sunset, she was put on one of  the last 
helicopters of  the day to the nearby hospital ship, 
USNS Comfort, where she underwent a delicate 
operation, requiring four screws to fuse her spinal 
column with her skull.

Her life saved, after 10 days of  recuperation, she 
was returned to Port Au Prince with other patients in 
a small boat.

Reunited with her family, she now needed 
physical therapy in order to not spend the rest of  her 
life as an shut-in invalid; even a wheelchair is a rare 
luxury in Haiti. But physical therapy was nonexistent 

in Port Au Prince so Shewman sponsored  her and 
her sister, Isemene, to come to San Diego on special 
humanitarian parole visas. Dr. Lee Rice and physical 
therapist, Stephanie Hoffman, volunteered their 
medical services. 

The sisters live in San Diego with Shewman, 
who has been to Haiti seven times since the 
earthquake to assist in various ways.

Full recovery is expected for Edeline within 
another year and she plans to devote the rest of  her 
life in the same manner as she did before her 
accident — serving people. 

Volunteers like Dr. Lee Rice and physical 
therapist Stephanie Hoffman (top) have 
assisted Edeline in her recovery. Edeline 
sings "We Are the World" with Oceanside 
Starlings (bottom) at Starlings Volleyball 
National Tournament Opening Ceremony.  
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Edeline was born in Cap Haitien, the 
second largest city in Haiti and located on the 
northern coast. She is one of  four children 
whose father has toiled his entire life cutting 
sugar cane. The crushing poverty of  Haiti has 
historically meant heart-rending results: the 
largest population of  orphans in the world 
including hundreds of  thousands of  indentured 
children known as restaveks.

A less brutal outcome is the frequent raising 
of  children by relatives or friends. That was the 
case of  Edeline when she was sent to live with 
her aunt's family in Port Au Prince at the age of 
eight. 

Initially heart-broken, the young girl 
adapted in time and was encouraged by her 
aunt to develop her native intelligence in local 
schools. After high school, she earned her 
nursing degree while supporting herself  as an 
elementary school teacher for $10 per week. 
Her meager salary was mostly spent on "tap-

taps" — the stand-up, sardine-can pickups used 
as taxis — for two-hour trips each way to 
classes as well as for nursing school fees.  Many 
days she went to afternoon classes subsisting 
only on sugared water. On weekends she was 
active in her local church where she taught 
Sunday School and frequently sang solos. 

True to prediction, no nursing job was 
available anywhere upon graduation so she 
practiced her nursing skills administering 
medicine, when available, as a volunteer in her 
community.  She also decided to acquire a 
higher level of  teaching degree since that would 
allow her to teach high school and earn a better 
salary. 

The crushing poverty of Haiti has 
historically meant heart-rending results: 
the largest population of orphans in the 
world including hundreds of thousands of 
indentured children known as restaveks.

"As a girl, I wanted to become a doctor but that was 
impossible unless you were from a wealthy family. My 
only choice was to go to nursing school even though I 
knew I could never get a job as a nurse in Haiti."
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At College Frere Dumay (left), over 200 kids walk miles every morning to their tent school. 
Orphanage Emmanuel school (right) has no books, no materials, no teachers. Youth Without 
Borders supports both organizations.
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The poorest country in the Western 
Hemisphere, not surprisingly Haiti also has the 
highest illiteracy rate — both illiteracy and 
unemployment levels have been estimated as 
high as 85%. Haiti counts about 15,000 
elementary schools, of  which 90% are non-
public and managed by individuals, religious 
organizations or NGOs. The enrollment rate 
for primary school is 67%, of  which less than 
30% reach sixth grade. These statistics 
represent Haiti before the earthquake; since 
then, hundreds of  thousands of  kids living in 
tent camps have completely dropped out of  
schools in Port Au Prince alone. 

Despite the tremendous need, education is 
not free in Haiti. Yearly subscriptions, uniforms, 
books and school supplies must be bought by  
families at both private and public schools. The 
result is that huge numbers of  kids do not 
attend school at all and many more go without 
educational materials including books. 

Edeline's dream today is to build and 
oversee an elementary school in Croix des 

Bouquets, the neighborhood of  her relatives 
and church — where she was a teacher.  The 
goal is to serve the poorest children in the 
surrounding area where none would be denied 
because inability to pay. She has agreed to a 
fitting name: Ecole Edeline.

Since most of  the children will  come from 
families unable to pay minimal, economic self-
sustainment will figure as the overarching 
challenge. To that end, an arts/crafts program 
will be implemented whereby articles created by 
the students will be used to raise funds in the 
United States to expand the school's facilities 
and offset operational costs. Thus, the concept 
is not to provide another give-away but an 
opportunity for children to learn how to build 
productive lives through a visionary, enriching 
program that they will help support themselves. 
This concept has already had success with a 
Youth Without Borders program in the summer 
of  2010 when over $10,000 was raised from 
donations in turn for bracelets made by poor 
children in Haiti.

"I always told my students, even if you will never be 
able to go to junior high because your family has no 
money, do your best to learn what you can because it 
could help you get a better job someday."
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Kindergartners (left) at the elementary school where Edeline taught, Institution 
Mixte L'Arbrisseau. Class is in session (right) at Edeline's former school.
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Ecole Edeline will follow a holistic, 
integrated approach to learning — one that is 
very sensitive to Haitian socio-cultural norms. 
Suitable educational materials and books will 
be supplied as well as a daily nutritious meal. 
Late afternoons will be devoted to literacy 
classes for adults — an  opportunity that 
Edeline's aunt once enjoyed and finished as 
valedictorian of  the class. 

Edeline has an extensive educational and 
health background and will oversee all 
policies, management, faculty and staff, with 
the assistance of  an advisory board of  
Haitians and Americans. Advisory members 
will enrich the project in various areas from 
fundraising to expertise in creative, 
educational disciplines. 

Because of  the huge variations of  literacy 
in Haitian schools — even within the same 
community — it has been decided that the 
school will be initiated with three kindergarten 
classes (25 students per class). Those students 
will continue to the first grade the succeeding 
year while 75 new youngsters will enter 

kindergarten. The third year will add another 
round of  kindergartners as the older children 
advance to the next grade until graduation in 
the sixth grade after six years. Hence, a 
consistent teaching program will be optimized 
while maintaining controlled growth of  the 
campus. 

"Haitians are very special people even though Haiti is a 
country of misery. We love Americans and especially I 
do. They have been so kind to me. But to help Haitians 
best, other people need to understand their way of life."
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Edeline (second from left) shares with kids at San Diego Cooperative Charter School.

The guiding precepts of  the school 
are the following:

• Integrated curriculum including 
physical exercise, hygiene, nutrition (e.g. 
garden and worm farm).

• Computer training with access to the 
internet.

• A relationship with a nearby health 
clinic to monitor regular examinations and 
provide treatment when necessary. 

• Enrichment through exchange 
programs with schools in the United States.

• Active fund-raising as well as capital 
campaigns centered on arts/crafts articles 
produced by the students  to sustain 
economic self-reliance. 
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Management

All financial activity and fiduciary duties will be provided by a 501 c 3 organization, Youth Without 
Borders (wwwyouthwborders.org), specifically under the supervision of  founder/director, Byron Shewman.  
Shewman will volunteer his services and no monies will be utilized for administration or management fees. 
Shewman will serve on the advisory board and will oversee all required legal procedures and licenses in 
Haiti as well as oversee land purchase, construction, and hiring of  personnel. He will make periodic trips to 
Haiti to this end.

Donations should be made to Youth Without Borders with a designation for Project Edeline. A separate 
banking account will be opened to account for all income and expenses in order to provide transparency.  
For tax purposes, the federal tax ID number is 25-1426000. Checks or online donations can be made. 
Checks should be sent to:

Youth Without Borders
1220 Connecticut St.

Imperial Beach, CA 91932

Timeline
The following is the expected schedule for completion of  Project Edeline:

• Spring, 2011: Kickoff  of  fundraising campaign with Edeline presenting the project to various 

private and community audiences.

• June, 2011: Purchase of  land in Croix des Bouquets and contracting of  building.

• Summer, 2011: Construction of  school (hopefully with the help of  American volunteers) and 

hiring/training of  staff

• October, 2011: Initial three classes of  25 kindergartners; one afternoon class of  25 adults.
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Jewlery 
making is 

among 
the 

activities  
that will 
sustain 

the school 
financially.


